ZONE LIGHTS
A BRIGHT BORDER FOR FORKLIFT TRUCKS
Create a visible border around forklift trucks with
Zone Lights from DuraSource.

Zone lights may be used to help alert pedestrians to their
surroundings by creating a border they can see with bright
LED lights. The Zone Lights from DuraSource project a
colored line (red, blue, green or white) along the floor,
signaling pedestrians to stay back from the lift truck. Plus
an additional style is available in red or blue light that is
even brighter.

Zone Lights are useful in busy and noisy warehouses and
distribution centers to alert a pedestrian of a forklift’s
location. Besides lift trucks, the zone lights may also be
used with other mobile equipment such as scissor lifts or
aerial work platforms to highlight a work zone.

Installation is easy and does not require permanent
mounting, so the light may be removed when not in use.
Attach one light to each side of the lift truck to create a
border around the lift truck.
Help increase pedestrian awareness to avoid the
path of a forklift with Zone Lights from DuraSource.

www.durasourceparts.com
866-651-DURA

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
ZONE LIGHTS
Zone Lights - 80" long
939-12388B

Blue Beam

939-12388R

Red Beam

939-12388G

Green Beam

939-12388W

White Beam

Specifications
Beam Pattern

Line

Approx Beam Size

80" long @ 3' from side of
truck & 75" off the floor

Lens Material

Polycarbonate

Housing Material

Aluminum

Voltage / Wattage

10-80 VDC / 15 Watt

Lumens

400

Housing Dimensions

4.5" diameter x 3.125" depth

Mounting

Universal pedestal mount
(nuts and bolts included)

Mounting Harness

Preinstalled on light
(not removable)

Zone Lights - 105" long
Specifications
939-13358B

939-13358R

Blue Beam

Red Beam

Beam Pattern

Line

Approx Beam Size

105" long @ 3' from side of
truck & 75" from the floor

Lens Material

Polycarbonate

Housing Material

Aluminum

Voltage

10-80VDC

Lumens

1350

Housing Dimensions

2.44"W x 3.9"H x 2.22"D

Mounting

Mounting bracket
(nut, bolt, washer included)

Mounting Harness

Preinstalled (not removable)

Accessories
939-11859

Magnet and coiled harness kit

939-12697

12V rechargeable power pack, harness, connectors and magnet mount kit
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